In our earlier study of Ag island coarsening on Ag(111) surface using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations we found that during early stages coarsening proceeds as a sequence of selected island sizes resulting in peaks and valleys in the island-size distribution. 1 , and that this selectivity is independent of initial conditions and dictated instead by the relative energetics of edge-atom diffusion and detachment/attachment processes and by the large activation barrier for kink detachment. In this paper we present a detailed analysis of the shapes of various island sizes observed during these KMC simulations and show that selectivity is due to the formation of kinetically stable island shapes which survive longer than non-selected sizes, which decay into nearby selected sizes. The stable shapes have a closed-shell structure -one in which every atom on the periphery having at least three nearest neighbors. Our KMC simulations were carried out using a very large database of processes identified by each atom's unique local environment, the activation barriers of which were calculated using semi-empirical interaction potentials based on the embedded-atom method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of coarsening plays an important role in a wide variety of processes in many branches of the physical sciences. Of particular interest is coarsening of two-or threedimensional islands on various surfaces. Given its technological importance, coarsening has been the subject of a great deal of experimental and theoretical investigation. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Coarsening of islands at late stages is dominated by Ostwald ripening (OR), [14] [15] [16] driven by lowering of excess surface free energy associated with island edges. The result is that islands larger than a critical size grow at the expense of smaller islands. Since these islands are assumed to be immobile, coarsening is considered to be mediated by diffusion of atoms between islands resulting in asymptotic self-similar growth, with the characteristic linear dimension L increasing with time in accordance with L ∼ t 1/3 (the Lifshitz-Slyozov law) 16, 17 . In recent years the development of fast-scanning tunneling microscopes (STM) has triggered the investigation of changes in surface morphologies that were deliberately created far from equilibrium [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] as well as of thermal fluctuation around equilibrium-shaped structures 3,27-30 in high-temporal resolution. Room temperature studies using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) confirm that Ag/Ag(111) coarsening at late stages is dominated by Ostwald ripening.. 21, 26 In contrast to all previous studies which concentrate on late-stages when the islands are very large and coarsening is dominated by exchange of atoms between islands, here we study initial stages of coarsening, that is when the islands are small.
Recently, by the way of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations using a large database of processes, we have shown that during early stages of Ag(111) island coarsening i.e, when islands are smaller in size, coarsening proceeds as a sequence of selected island size. 1 This results in peaks at selected island sizes and valleys at non-selected island sizes in the island-size distribution (ISD). The island selectivity was found to be independent of choice of initial ISD, of the initial shape of islands and of surface temperature though, the strength of islandselectivity does depend on temperature. We found that the island of selected sizes do not have atoms diffusing along their edges. The fact that all atoms thus have at least three nearest neighbors, makes them kinetically stable islands and explains the peaks in the ISD at these island sizes. In this article, we extended out investigation of island size selectivity to detailed analysis of shapes of islands observed during initial stages of Ag island coarsening III. RESULTS
A. Initial Configuration
We created the initial distribution of islands for our coarsening simulation by first dividing the empty lattice into boxes of equal size, then randomly selecting an island size and a box, and placing an island of that size at the center of that box, so as to prevent any overlap of islands. In our case we divided the lattice into 1024 boxes of size 32 × 32. The total number of islands and the number of islands of a particular size in the distribution depends on the type of initial ISD chosen. We ran our simulations using both Gaussian and delta initial
ISDs. In the delta initial distributions, we set all 742 islands at a given size (repeating the simulation for islands of all sizes between 10 and 30). For a Gaussian distribution the total number of islands depends on the number of islands (a) of average size that is, the number of islands at the peak of the distribution (µ) -and the width of the distribution (σ). All island sizes between µ ± σ 2 ln(a) are present in the distribution so that the distribution is uniform around the average island size. Fig. 1 shows an example of a Gaussian initial island-size distribution, this one with peak of 100 islands at size 12 and width of 3. 
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For each initial Guassian ISD we arbitrarily set the peak at 100 islands at the average size and set the width at 3. The result in each case for an initial Gaussian ISD is a total of 742 islands , the set of initial distributions differing from each other in the number of atoms set as the average size.That is: the total number of islands in the initial ISD is kept constant (742) for all simulations by keeping the peak island count and the width of the Gaussian distribution constant regardless of the average island size. For simplicity the shapes of islands in the initial ISD were chosen arbitrarily, and islands of same size were assigned the same shape. The simulation was repeated for different shapes for a given island size. For the results presented here, most of the initial island shapes were either compact or close to compact. To insure that our results were not a reflection of this choice of initial shapes, we ran another set of simulations in which the assigned shapes were fractal. The results between the two sets of simulations were indistinguishable.
B. Island-Size Selectivity
We found that during early stages when island sizes are small coarsening proceeds as sequence of selected island sizes, 1 as is clearly evident in Figs. 2 & 3. which show ISDs at various times when the starting ISDs are delta and Gaussian respectively. We carried out these simulations up to 3.0 s. It can seen that as the coarsening proceeds there is a dramatic change in the ISD from a sharp delta or a smooth Gaussian to a non-smooth distribution, with peaks and valleys. Table I summarizes island sizes up to 35 atoms after 1.0 s of coarsening according to whether they constitute a peak, valley or neither within ISD. It can be seen in Fig. 2 & 3 that at some island sizes (19, 27 and 30 atoms) there is neither a peak not a valley within the ISD. At either size 23 or size 24 can there be a peak, though for the most part, the peak occurs at size 23, while at size 24 there is neither a peak not a valley. Note that at much later times all island coarsening exhibits Ostwald ripening, resulting in a single large island: the total energy of the system will decreases as more bonds are formed until it saturates when one large island is formed. These characteristics of early-and late-stage coarsening are independent not only of whether the initial ISD is Gaussian or delta but also of wether it is random. We confirmed the latter by carrying out coarsening simulations with an initial ISD created by depositing Ag atoms on Ag (111) surface at very low temperature (135 K) with a slightly higher monomer diffusion barrier to increase the number of islands and to keep the average island size smaller. Under these conditions islands are fractal and the ISD is random. The ISD exhibits the same characteristic change even when the shapes of islands are altered in the initial configuration: all islands with a kinetically stable shape or a low-energy or an irregular (e.g fractal) shape. We also found that, although the strength of selectivity depends on temperature, however, there is no change with temperature in the sizes of islands that constitutes peaks and valleys in the ISD. In sum (as out earlier study showed) island-size selectivity is independent of all parameters of initial ISD, including temperature, island shape(s), and whether the distribution is random, delta, or Gaussian.
It is known 11, 13, 21 that for two-dimensional Ag late-stage coarsening on Ag(111) surface is due to evaporation and condensation mediated by monomer diffusion between islands. To elucidate the factors that determine the pattern of island-size selectivity described above 6 Fig. 4(a) with that in Fig. 4(c) and that in Fig. 4(b) with that in Fig. 4(c) , we see that the number of events of edge-atom detachment for island sizes whose populations constitute valleys in the ISD is much higher than that for island sizes whose populations constitute peaks in the ISD. The reason is that because the energy barrier for an atom with at least 3 nearest neighbor atoms to detach is greater than 0.7eV, such atoms rarely detach to create monomers at room temperature. These arguments based on system energetics confirm findings in our KMC simulations that island of sizes whose populations are peaks in the ISD have no edge atoms: instead, all their atoms have at least 3 nearest neighbor atoms, making them kinetically stable islands. We also found that artificially increasing the energy barrier for the most frequent detachment processes delays the onset of island selectivity to later times. Accordingly, we conclude that island-size selection is primarily due to adatomdetachment and attachment processes at island boundaries owing to the relative ease with which edge atoms can detach in comparison with the relative difficulty for the detachment of atoms with at least 3 nearest neighbor atoms.
C. Shape Analysis
In order to gain further insight in to island-size selectivity we looked at shapes of islands as a function of their size. Shapes an island can assume during coarsening are constrained by the fact that detachment events are predominately edge-atom detachments and rearrangement of atoms in an island rarely happens due to high detachment barrier for atoms with at least 3 nearest neighbors. We use the term "compact shape" to specify a shape with a closedshell structure, i.e., one with no edge-atoms or kinks. As already mentioned, islands of sizes smaller than 8 atoms are hardly present since they quickly diffuse and coalesce with other islands. Therefore we follow the shapes starting from islands of size 10 atoms which is the first stable size after islands of size 8 atoms, all the way up to islands of size 21 atoms. In order to uniquely identify the shape of the island on-the-fly, we used following 3 criteria, (1) number of nearest neighbors, (2) maximum distance of any atom from the center of mass smaller than an A-type step-edge. Since it is easier for monomer to attach and harder to detach for an A-type step-edge, the most frequent shape observed for islands of size 11 atoms is as shown in Fig. 6(b) , with an edge-atom on A-type of step edge. In contrast, 11 atom island with an edge-atom on B-type step edge can also form during coarsening, but does not survive very long compared to the shape shown in Fig. 6(b) . It will quickly changes to island of size 10 atoms through detachment or rarely to a 12 atom island due to attachment of a monomer. Similarly, fig 6(c) shows the most frequent shape observed for islands of size 12 atoms, forms when a monomer attaches to the kink on the most frequent shape of island of size 11 atoms, resulting in a longer B-type of step edge. Fig. 6(d) shows the next most frequent shape for islands of size 12 atoms, with longer A-type step edges which is formed when a monomer attaches to the kink on B-type step-edge on the less frequent shape of 11 atom island. Since the two most frequent shapes for islands of size 12 atoms are compact and survive much longer, their population constitutes a peak in the ISD Figure. 7(a) shows the most frequent shape observed for islands of size 13 atoms during coarsening. It can be seen that its shape is a combination of 12 atom island with a longer B-type step and one extra edge atom. This edge atom can either easily detach to form island of size 12 atoms or a monomer can attach to form island of size 14 atoms, so that the population of islands of size 13 atoms constitute a valley in the ISD. B-type step-edges of a 14 atom island shown in Fig. 7(b) , respectively. As mentioned earlier, since it is easier for a monomer to attach to an A-type step-edge and harder to detach for it compared to a B-type step-edge, shape of 16 atom island shown in Fig. 7(c) is the most frequent observed shape. Since the most frequent shapes for island of size 16 atoms are compact, their populations constitutes a peak in the ISD and any monomer that attaches neither a peak nor a valley in the ISD instead of being a valley in the ISD. We note that Fig. 8(a) is the most frequent shape for islands of size 18 atoms while shapes in Fig. 8 edge-atom or a kink. These non-compact shapes quickly change to islands of either size 18 or 19 atoms due to detachment or size 21 atoms due to attachment of a monomer. Fig. 11 shows the most frequent shapes for islands of size 21 atoms observed during coarsening. It can be easily checked that these shapes can be obtained by attaching 3 atoms to longer edges in Fig. 8 Due to high detachment barrier for atoms with at least 3 nearest neighbors, they rarely detach to create monomers and atoms in an island do not rearrange except through attachment and detachment of edge atoms. Therefore, whether an island takes a particular shape or not depends on the shapes of smaller islands formed during coarsening. Moreover, certain non-selected island sizes, even though a kinetically stable shape might exist for such island size, appear only rarely, since except through detachment atoms never rearrange themselves into a kinetically stable shape. For example, for island of size 13 atoms Fig. 7(a) shows the most frequent shape observed during coarsening while Fig. 11 shows kinetically stable shape possible. For islands of size 20 atoms due to the presence of compact island shapes it can be seen that its population density is non-zero even though it constitutes a valley in the ISD. It can also be seen in Figs. 2 & 3 , islands of sizes 11, 13, 15 and 17 atoms, which never form a compact shape during coarsening, usually have zero population density. For islands of size 11, 15 and 17 atoms, compact shapes are a geometric impossibility. Accordingly we conclude that island selection is primarily due to edge-atom detachment and attachment processes at island boundaries owing to the relative ease with which atoms can detach in comparison with the relative difficulty for the detachment of atoms with at least 3 nearest neighbors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We find that, during early stages, that is when island sizes are small, two-dimensional Ag island coarsening on Ag(111) surface proceeds as a sequence of selected island sizes resulting in peaks and valleys in the ISD. Densities of islands of selected sizes decay at slower rates because of the formation of kinetically stable island shapes, while densities of non-selected sizes (valleys in the ISD) decay more rapidly owing to non-formation of selected island shapes. In order to understand the reasons we have studied in detail the island shapes both for selected and non-selected island sizes observed during coarsening.
A kinetically stable shape has a closed shell structure with all periphery atoms having at least three nearest neighbor bonds and with no kinks, thus making the detachment of a periphery atom a rare process, consequently their densities decays at a slower pace. In contrast densities of non-selected sizes decay more rapidly owing to a higher frequency of edge-atom attachment/detachment processes which are either single or doubly bonded atoms and easier to detach resulting the creation of monomers.
14 Although kinetically unstable shapes of a selected island size are formed during coarsening, their densities are negligible compared to the density of kinetically stable shapes.
Furthermore it is also possible for certain non-selected island sizes to have a kinetically stable shape, but they rarely form one while for the rest of non-selected sizes kinetically stable shape is geometrically not possible and therefore always have population densities close to zero. In case of kinetically stable islands, since they do not have any kink in their shapes, it is difficult for a periphery atom to detach even to form an edge diffusing atom, these islands once formed do not rearrange into other shapes. But if there is a kink in the shape of an island, a kink atom whose activation barrier to detach along the edge to form an edge-atom is slightly larger than the barrier for an edge-atom to detach to form a monomer, may result in the formation of an edge-atom which can either detach to form monomer or the kink may disappear by the attachment of an edge-atom created due to the attachment of a monomer. As the coarsening proceeds island sizes gets bigger and number of shapes an island can assume become larger and each island size can have multiple kinetically stable shapes. In our coarsening simulations we have found that island selectivity is clearly visible until island of 30 − 40 atoms while for the larger island sizes their population densities are so small that selectivity cannot be observed.
Coarsening results presented in this article were started with ISDs created manually with Gaussian distribution. We have still observed same island-size selectivity when the initial ISD was created by deposition at a very low temperature and islands formed have fractal shapes. We have observed that the island-size selectivity was independent of parameters of initial ISD like average island size, island shapes and the type of distribution showing that it is a characteristic of early stage of Ag island coarsening on Ag(111). In addition we also found that though island-size selectivity was independent of temperature how strong it appears depends on temperature, strongest between 250 − 270K. Island-size selectivity was observable until 300K beyond this temperature island densities decays so fast that selectivity was barely observable. In conclusion island-selectivity in case of Ag island coarsening on Ag(111) surface depends on attachment/detachment processes and it would in future be interesting to do a detailed study on how island-size selectivity depends on various types of processes and their activation barriers.
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